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1 Introduction
The Virasoro algebra is at the heart of understanding string theory and low dimensional grav-
itational theories. In string theory and conformal field theories it is often thought of as a derived
quantity that comes from the mode expansion of an energy-momentum tensor. For mathematicians
it also has meaning in its own right as the one dimensional algebra of centrally extended Lie deriva-
tives. Representations of the Virasoro algebra are used to classify conformal field theories and also
provide important clues as to the nature of string field theories. One representation, the coadjoint
representation has been the focus of investigations for two distinct reasons. One is that the orbits of
the coadjoint representation under the action of the Virasoro group have a relationship with unitary
irreducible representations of the Virasoro algebra [28, 19, 34, 31]. For the Virasoro algebra and
also affine Lie algebras in one dimension these orbits can then be directly related to two dimensional
field theories that are conformal field theories. These are the geometric actions [27, 1, 9]. Another
reason for studying these representations comes when one studies the elements of the coadjoint
representation and adjoint representation as conjugate variables of a field theory [20]. The adjoint
elements in these constructions are the conjugate momenta if they generate the isotropy algebra
of the coadjoint elements. Field theories constructed in this fashion are called transverse actions
[5, 6] (with respect to the coadjoint representation) since the geometric actions constructed on the
orbits are transverse to these transverse actions. One example of the distinction of these two types
of actions for the SU(N) affine Lie algebra or what physicists sometimes call an SU(N) Kac-Moody
algebra is its geometric action, an SU(N) WZNW model,and its transverse action, the two dimen-
sional SU(N) Yang-Mills action. For the Virasoro algebra the geometric action is given by the two
dimensional Polyakov action for gravity [26] and its corresponding transverse action given by the
N = 0 affirmative action [16, 4]. Besides these constructions, other areas of interests for the coad-
joint representation are the BTZ black holes [2, 3] that appear in the asymptotic Brown-Henneaux
symmetry [7] on AdS3 [36, 24, 2].
In this note we will take this primordial view of the algebra and its dual by describing a clas-
sical phase space where the coadjoint representation provides coordinates of a phase space and the
adjoint representation are the conjugate momentum variables. We will construct Noether charges
on the phase space which will correspond to the adjoint action on the variables. From there it is
straightforward to write the short distance expansion for the elements of the dual representation
with themselves or with elements of the adjoint representation for that matter. The algebras of in-
terests to us in this note will be the pure Virasoro algebras, the semi-direct product of the Virasoro
algebra with an affine Lie Algebra, and supersymmetric extensions of this for an arbitrary number
of supersymmetries. At this point a small review is in order
2 The Role of the Coadjoint Representation
In any space-time dimension the Lie algebra of coordinate transformations can be written as
Lξη
a = −ξb∂bη
a + ηb∂bξ
a = (ξ ◦ η)a, (1)
and the algebra of Lie derivatives satisfies,
[Lξ,Lη] = Lξ◦η. (2)
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In one dimension, we can centrally extend this algebra by including a two cocycle which is coordinate
invariant and satisfies the Jacobi identity. We write
[(Lξ, a), (Lη, b)] = (Lξ◦η, (ξ, η)) (3)
where the two cocycle depends on the D-dimensional metric gab (used to define the connection) and
a rank two tensor6 Dab,
(ξ, η) = c2π
∫
(ξa∇a∇b∇cη
c) dxb + h2π
∫
(ξaDab∇cη
c) dxb − (ξ ↔ η). (4)
Here the index structure is left in tact in order to show the invariance of the two cocycle. This
expression can be viewed as residing on a 0-brane. Since this is a one dimensional structure, one
may ignore the indices as long as one is mindful of the tensor structure and write,
(ξ, η) = c2π
∫
(ξη′′′ − ξ′′′η) dx+ h2π
∫
(ξη′ − ξ′η)(D + ch (Γ
′ + 12Γ
2)) dx, (5)
where ′ is the derivative with respect to the coordinate along the 0-brane. In this form, it is easy to
see that (5) contains the familiar “anomaly” term that arises in string theory. The two cocycle then
can be reduced to
(ξ, η) = c2π
∫
(ξη′′′ − ξ′′′η) dx+ h2π
∫
(ξη′ − ξ′η)B dx, (6)
dependent upon a pseudo-tensor, B = (hD + c (Γ′ + 12Γ
2)), which transforms as
δB = −2ξ′B − ξB′ − c ξ′′′ (7)
under infinitesimal coordinate transformations. This pseudo tensor absorbs the metric contribution
in the central extension as well as the tensorD. B is said to transform in the coadjoint representation
of the Virasoro algebra. Different choices of B will give different centrally extended algebras. In
string theory, central extensions are commonly chosen so that an SL(2,R) subalgebra is centerless.
Thus the coadjoint representation might be thought of as endemic to the central extension of the
algebra. For example, B = 0, is the choice commonly used when the metric is fixed to gab = 1 and
Dab = 0. The vector fields ξ for the one dimensional line are moded by ξ =
∑
CNx
N+1. Then the
realization for the Virasoro algebra is
[LN , LM ] = (N −M)LN+M + (cN
3 − cN) δN+M,0. (8)
One can get the same central extension for the algebra on the circle in two distinct ways. Either by
making a change of coordinates where x = exp (iω) giving the complex metric g(ω) = exp (2iω) or
by choosing g(τ) = 1 and Dab = gab on the circle with h = −c. In this case the vector fields are
ξ =
∑
CN exp (iNω).
As a parenthetic remark, one may wish to view the two cocycle (ξ, η) as a functional of the metric.
Upon variation of (ξ, η) with respect to the metric gab and assuming that Dab is independent of the
metric, one finds
δ
δg
(ξ, η) = J′ Γ + JΓ′, (9)
where the current is, J = η ξ′ − η′ ξ. For constant J, one recognizes this variation as the anomalous
one dimensional “energy-momentum” tensor. Examples of higher dimensional versions of non-central
extensions may be found in [22, 23, 10].
6While it is possible to choose Dab = gab, at this stage we do not impose this condition.
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Another way in which the coadjoint representation appears is directly through the construction of
a representation that is dual to the adjoint representation. In this case one starts with the centrally
extended algebra. Then using a suitable pairing between the algebra and its dual, one extracts the
coadjoint action of the algebra. As an example consider the semi-direct product of the Virasoro
algebra with an affine Lie algebra. Then the Virasoro algebra
[LN , LM ] = (N −M)LN+M + cN
3 δN+M,0 (10)
is augmented with [
JαN , J
β
M
]
= i fαβγ JβN+M +N k δN+M,0 δ
αβ (11)
and
[LN , J
α
M ] = −M J
α
N+M . (12)
where [τα, τβ ] = ifαβγτγ . The algebra is realized by
LN = ξ
a
N∂a = ie
iNθ∂θ, J
α
N = τ
αeiNθ, (13)
so that the centrally extended basis can be thought of as the three-tuple,(
LA, J
β
B, ρ
)
. (14)
The adjoint representation acts on itself as(
LA, J
β
B, ρ
)
∗
(
LN ′ , J
α′
M ′ , µ
)
= (Lnew, Jnew , λ) (15)
where
Lnew = (A−N
′)LA+N ′
Jnew = −M
′Jα
′
A+M ′ +BJ
β
B+N ′ + if
βα′λJλB+M ′
λ = (cA3)δA+N ′,0 +Bkδ
α′βδB+M ′,0. (16)
A typical basis for the dual of the algebra can be written as the three-tuple
(
L˜N , J˜αM , µ˜
)
.
Using the pairing, 〈(
L˜N , J˜αM , µ˜
) ∣∣∣(LA, JβB, ρ)〉 = δN,A + δαβδM,B + ρµ˜ (17)
and requiring it to be invariant one defines the coadjoint representation through the action of the
adjoint on this dual as [21](
LA, J
β
B, ρ
)
∗
(
L˜N , J˜
α
M , µ˜
)
=
(
L˜new, J˜
α
M , 0
)
with, (18)
L˜new= (2A−N)L˜N−A−Bδ
αβL˜M−B − µ˜(cA
3)L˜−A and (19)
J˜αM= (M −A)J˜
α
M−A − if
βναJ˜νM−B − µ˜B k J˜
β
−B. (20)
Since we are interested in field theories it is more instructive to use explicit tensors instead of the
mode decomposition. The adjoint representation may be though of as three-tuple,
F = (ξ (θ) ,Λ (θ) , a) (21)
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containing a vector field ξa, coming from the Virasoro algebra, a gauge parameter Λ coming from
the affine Lie algebra and a central extension a. The coadjoint element is the three-tuple,
B = (D (θ) ,A(θ) , µ) , (22)
which consists of a rank two pseudo tensorDab, a gauge field Aa and a corresponding central element
µ. In this way the coadjoint action can be written as
δB˜F = (ξ (θ) ,Λ (θ) , a) ∗ (D (θ) ,A(θ) , µ)
= (δD(θ) , δA(θ) , 0) , (23)
δD(θ) = 2ξ
′
D+D
′
ξ + cµ2π ξ
′′′ + hµ2π ξ
′︸ ︷︷ ︸
coordinate transformation
− Tr (AΛ′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
gauge trans
(24)
and
δA(θ) = A′ξ + ξ′A︸ ︷︷ ︸
coord trans
− [ΛA−AΛ] + k µΛ′︸ ︷︷ ︸
gauge transformation
. (25)
Again ′ denotes derivative with respect to the argument.
3 As Phase Space Variables
The role of the adjoint and coadjoint representations as phase space elements is best represented
in a familiar example with emphasis on the algebraic structure. Consider the phase space elements
of a Yang-Mills theory. There one has the vector potential as a canonical coordinate, Aai (x) and the
electric field Eai (x) as its conjugate momentum through the Poisson bracket relations
[Aai (x), A
b
j(y)] = 0
[Eai (x), E
b
j (y)] = 0
[Aai (x), E
b
j (y)] = iδ
ab δij δ(x, y). (26)
The transformation laws for these phase space variables under spatially dependent gauge transfor-
mations is given by
Ai(x) → U(x)AiU
−1(x)− 1g∂iU(x)U
−1(x)
Ei(x) → U(x)EiU
−1(x), (27)
where one recognizes that Ai(x) (when reduced on a 0-brane) is the second element of the three-tuple
in Eq(22) of the element of the coadjoint representation of an SU(N) affine Lie algebra on the line
and Ei(x) is in the adjoint representation (the second element in Eq(21). In this way one sees that
these representations which are dual to each other are indeed phase space elements.
If we were to consider the generating function for spatial gauge transformations,
G(x)a = ∂iE
a
i + [Ei, Ai]
a, (28)
then one can construct the charge
QΛ =
∫
dx GaΛa (x) with (29)
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{QΛ, E(x)} = [Λ(x), E(x)]
{QΛ, A(x)} = [Λ(x), A(x)] −
1
g∂Λ(x) (30)
For a generic function on the phase space, say F (A,E)
{QΛ, F (A,E)} = Λ(x)
δ
δΛˆ(x)
F (A,E) (31)
where δ
δΛˆ(x)
is the functional variation in the direction of Λ(x).
Similarly, the Virasoro algebra and its dual produce a set of phase space variables. Let the
one dimensional pseudo tensor, Dij (when reduced on a 0-brane) correspond to the first element in
Eq.(22) with conjugate momentum given by the rank two tensor density of weight one, X ij . The
generator corresponding to the one dimensional coordinate transformation is given by
Ga(x) = X
lm ∂aDlm − ∂l(X
lmDam)− ∂m(DlaX
lm)− c ∂a∂l∂mX
lm. (32)
¿From the Poisson brackets, one can recover the transformation laws of Xab and Dab. We have
Qξ =
∫
dx Gaξ
a, (33)
where ξa (when reduced on a 0-brane) corresponds to ξ in the algebra. One has
{Qξ, Dlm(x)} = −ξ
a(x) ∂aDlm(x)−Dam(x) ∂lξ
a(x) − Dla(x) ∂mξ
a(x)− c ∂a∂l∂m ξ
a(x)
= −2ξ′(x)D(x) − ξ(x)D′(x)− c ξ(x)′′′
{Qξ, X
lm(x)} = ξa(x)∂aX
lm(x)− (∂aξ
l(x))Xam(x)− (∂aξ
m(x))X la(x) + (∂aξ
a(x))X lm(x)
= ξ(x)X ′(x) − ξ′(x)X(x) (34)
Again for a generic function on the phase space, say F (D,X)
{Qξ, F (D,X)} = ξ(x)
δ
δξˆ(x)
F (D,X) (35)
where δ
δξˆ(x)
is the functional variation in the direction of ξ(x).
4 Short Distance Expansions from Algebras
It is now straightforward to extract the short distance expansion [33] for elements of the coadjoint
representation. Equations (31) and (35) are the prototype expressions that we need to proceed. For
any element of the adjoint representation, say α, we can construct Qα. Now α is dual to coadjoint
elements, say A since
(α,A) =
∫
α(x)A(x) dx = some constant. (36)
We treat the above expression as the integral form of the operation with δ
δαˆ
. Then for any function
of the phase space F (x)
{Qα, F (x)} = α(x)
δ
δαˆ(x)
F (x) (37)
=
∫
α(y) (A(y)G(x)) dy. (38)
The distribution fA(x, y) = A(y)F (x) when compared to the left hand side of Eq(38) gives the short
distance expansion between A(x) and F (x). In the following we derive short distance expansions
for some simple cases and then move on to the N-extended super Virasoro algebra.
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4.1 Case: Virasoro and Affine Lie Algebras
As our first example we consider the short distance expansion for the semi direct product of the
Virasoro algebra and an affine Lie algebra. We are interested in the short distance expansion of the
coadjoint elements D(x) and A(x). Equations 24 and 25 allow us to construct the charge
Qξ =
∫
X(y)
(
2ξ′(y)D(y) +D(y)′ ξ +
icµ
12
ξ′′′
)
+
∫
E(y) (ξ′(y)A(y) +A′(y)ξ(y)) . (39)
Then from {Qξ, A(x)} we have that
{Qξ, A
b(x)} = ξ(x)
δ
δξˆ(x)
Ab(x) =
∫
ξ(y)D(y)Ab(x) dy . (40)
This implies that
D(y)Ab(x) = (∂yδ(x, y))A
b(x) − (∂xA
b(x)) δ(x, y). (41)
Using the representation for the delta function on a line
δ(x, y) =
1
2πi(y − x)
, (42)
we have that
D(y)Ab(x) =
−1
2πi(y − x)2
Ab(x) −
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xA
b(x). (43)
Similarly we can construct a charge QΛ via
QΛ =
∫ (
−X(y)Ab(y)Λ′b(y)− if bacEb(y)Λa(y)Ac(y) + kµEb(y) Λ′b(y)
)
dy (44)
then together QL and Qξ will give
D(y)D(x) =
−1
2πi(y − x)
∂xD(x) +
1
πi(y − x)2
D(x) −
c
2πi(y − x)4
(45)
D(y)Ab(x) =
−1
2πi(y − x)2
Ab(x)−
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xA
b(x) (46)
Ab(y)D(x) =
1
(y − x)2
Ab(x) (47)
Ab(y)Aa(x) =
ikµ
(y − x)2
δba − i f bac
1
(y − x)
Ac(x). (48)
4.2 Case: N=1 Super Virasoro Algebras
Supersymmetric algebras can be treated in a similar way. From the discussion found in Siegel
[29], let ΦM represent an element of the phase space and let ΩMN be a supersymplectic two form
with an inverse ΩMN , i.e.
ΩMN ΩPN = δ
M
P .
The index M = {m,µ} where the Latin indices are bosonic and the Greek indices fermionic. Then
[ΦM ,ΦN} = h¯ΩMN , (49)
and
Ω{MN ] = 0.
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This means that
Ω(mn) = Ω[µν] = Ωmν +Ωνm = 0.
The bracket is defined by
[A,B} = −A
←
∂
∂ΦM
ΩNM
∂B
∂ΦN
(50)
For the N=1 super Virasoro algebra, the adjoint representation is built from the vector field ξ, a
spinor field ǫ and and a central extension so that we might write an adjoint element as F = (ξ, ǫ, a).
In the same way the coadjoint representation is given by a three-tuple of fields, B = (D,ψ, α). The
transformation law for the coadjoint representation is
F ∗B =
(
−ξ D′ − 12ǫ ψ
′ − 32ǫ
′ψ − c β8 ξ
′′′, −ξ ψ′ − 12ǫ ψ −
3
2ξ
′ ψ − 4iβc ǫ′′, 0
)
. (51)
The charges are
Qξ =
∫
X(y)
(
−ξ(y)D(y) − c β8 ξ
′′′
)
dy +
∫
φ(y)
(
−ξ ψ(y)′ − 32ξ
′ ψ(y)
)
dy, (52)
and
Qǫ =
∫
X(y)
(
− 12ǫ(x)u(y)
′ − 32ǫ
′(y)ψ(y)
)
dy +
∫
φ(y)
(
− 12ǫ(y)− 4iβc ǫ
′′
)
dy (53)
Here the fieldsX(y) and φ(y) correspond respectively to the spin −1 and spin− 12 conjugate momenta
for D and ψ, which gives the short distance expansion
D(y)D(x) =
−1
2πi(y − x)
∂xD(x) +
1
πi(y − x)2
D(x) −
3cβ
8πi(y − x)4
(54)
D(y)ψ(x) =
−3
4πi(y − x)2
ψ(x)−
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xψ(x) (55)
ψ(y)D(x) =
3
4πi(y − x)2
ψ(x)−
1
4πi(y − x)
ψ(x) (56)
ψ(y)ψ(x) =
−2
π(y − x)
D(x)−
4βc
π(y − x)3
. (57)
5 N-Extended GR Super Virasoro Algebra
We now come to the final example and the main result of this work, the N -extended Super
Virasoro algebras. The N Extended super Virsoro algebra that we will use is the one found ing
[14, 15]. The generators of this algebra provide an (almost[8]) primary basis to the K(1 | N) contact
superalgebra 7. This is the subalgebra of vect(1 | N) vector fields that preserves the contact one
form
σ = dτ + δIJζ
IdζJ .
The generators are
Q
I1···Ip
A = τ
AζI1 · · · ζIp∂τ , P
I1···Ip+1
A = τ
AζI1 · · · ζIp∂Ip+1 ,
where A can be integer or half-integer moded. This algebra along with a complete classification of
Lie superalgebras used in string theory are reviewed and discussed in [17]. In the “almost” primary
7We thank Thomas Larsson for pointing this out to us.
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basis the generators may be written as 8: the following:
GA
I ≡ i τ
A+
1
2
[
∂I − i 2 ζI ∂τ
]
+ 2(A + 12 )τ
A−
1
2 ζIζK ∂K , (58)
LA ≡ −
[
τA+1∂τ +
1
2 (A + 1) τ
AζI ∂I
]
, (59)
U
I1···Iq
A ≡ i (i)
[
q
2 ] τ
(A−
(q−2)
2 )ζI1 · · · ζIq−1 ∂Iq , q = 1, . . . , N + 1 , (60)
R
I1···Ip
A ≡ (i)
[
p
2 ] τ
(A−
p
2 )ζI1 · · · ζIp τ∂τ , p = 2, . . . , N (61)
for any number N of supersymmetries. The antisymmetric part of the U
[I J]
A generator will generate
an SO(N) subalgebra so we will denote it as
T I JA ≡ −U
[I J]
A .
Note that the primary genrators LA and GA
I are used in lieu of RA and R
I1
A respectively while
RI1I2A is the only generator that is not primary.
The elements of the algebra can be realized as fields whose tensor properties can be determined
by they way they transform under one dimensional coordinate transformations. How each field trans-
forms under a Lie derivative with respect to ξ is summarized below. In conformal field theory these
transformation laws are generalized for two copies of the diffeomorphism algebra and characterize
the fields by weight and spin. Here we treat the algebraic elements as one dimensional tensors.
Table 1: Tensors Associated with the Algebra
Element of algebra TransformationRule Tensor Structure
LA → η η → − ξ
′η + ξη′ ηa
GIA → χ
I χI → −ξ(χI)′ + 12ξ
′χI χI;α
TRS → tRS tRS → − ξ (tRS)′ tRS
UV1···Vn → wV1···Vn wV1···Vn → −ξ(wV1···Vn)′ − 12 (n− 2)ξ
′wV1···Vn wV1···Vn; aα1···αn
RT1···TnA → r
T1···Tn rT1···Tn → − (rT1···Tn)′ξ − 12 (n− 2)ξ
′rT1···Tn rT1···Tn ;aα1···αn
In the above table we have used capital Latin letters, such as I, J,K to represent SO(N) indices,
small Latin letters to represent tensor indices, and small Greek letters for spinor indices. Spinors
with their indices up transform as scalar tensor densities of weight one (1) while those with their
indices down transform as scalar densities of weight minus one (-1). For example, the generator
UV1V2V3 has a tensor density realization of contravariant tensor with rank one and weight − 32 living
in the N×N×N representation of SO(N), i.e. ωV1V2V3;aα1α2α3 .
Table 2: Tensors Associated with the Dual of the Algebra
Dual element of algebra TransformationRule Tensor Structure
L⋆A → D D → − 2ξ
′D − ξD′ Dab
G⋆IA → ψ
I ψI → −ξ(ψI)′ − 32ξ
′ψI ψIaα
T ⋆RS → ARS ARS → − (ξ)′ARS − ξ (ARS)′ ARSa
U⋆V1···Vn → ωV1···Vn ωV1···Vn → − ξ(ωV1···Vn)′ − (2− n2 )ξ
′ωV1···Vn ωV1···Vn;α1···αnab
R⋆T1···TrA → ρ
T1···Tr ρT1···Tr → − (ρT1···Tr)′ξ − (2− r2 )ξ
′ρT1···Tr ρT1···Tr;α1···αrab
8We are grateful to Thomas Larsson for pointing out errors in the algebra in previous publications
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Thus for N supersymmetries there is one rank two tensor Dab, N spin-
3
2 fields ψ
I, a spin-
1 covariant tensor ARS that serves as the N(N − 1)/2 SO(N) vector potentials (that are gauge
potentials for N = 2) associated with the supersymmetries, N ( 2N) fields for the ωV1···Vp and
N ( 2N − N − 1) ρT1···Tp fields. The entries in the third column of each of these tables are the
0-brane reduced tensors or tensor densities corresponding to the ones that appear in the second
column.
5.1 Central Extensons of the N-Extended GR algebra
In [8, 4] it was mistakenly reported that the N -Extended GR algebra admits a central extension
for arbitrary values of N and further the U I1A and the symmetric combination for U
(I1I2)
A generators
where omitted. It is easy to see that not only are these required to close the algebra but their
existence will eliminate the central extensions for N > 2. Although the algebra is not simple since
the U IA fields form an abelian extension to the algebra the obstruction comes from the required
symmetic part of UJ1J2A . This can be seen by looking at the (G
I
A, U
IJ
B , G
K
C ) contribution to the
Jacobi identity. There one finds that
[UJ1J2B , {G
I
A, G
K
C }]− {G
K
C , [U
J1J2
B , G
I
A]}+ {G
I
A, [G
K
C , U
J1J2
B ]} = 0
implies that
−2i(A− C) [UJ1J2B , U
IK
A+C ]− ic˜
(
(C2 − 14 )δ
J1KδIJ2 − (A2 − 14 )δ
J2KδIj1
)
δA+B+C = 0.
It is clear that the symmtric combination cannot satisfy the Jacobi identity. As we will show below,
only the antisymmtric fields U
[I1I2]
A are needed to close the algbra and a central extension exists. The
constraint above forces the central extension in the SO(2) affine Kac-Moody algebra to be related to
the central extension in the superdiffeomorphism algebra even before unitarity issues are considered.
In what follows we will seperate the N = 2 algebra from the generic case.
5.2 N = 2
For N = 2 the GR Super Virasoro Algebra reduces to a smaller set of generators that close as well
as admits a central extension. The algebra is
[ LA , LB } = (A − B )LA+B +
1
8 c (A
3 −A) δA+B,0 , (62)
[ GA
I , GB
J } = − i 4 δI JLA+B − i2(A− B) [ T
I J
A+B + 2(A+ B)U
I JK
A+BK ]
−ic(A2 − 14 ) δA+B,0 δ
I J , (63)
[ LA , GB
I } = ( 12A − B )GA+B
I , (64)
[LA , T
I J
B } = − B T
I J
A+B , (65)
[ T I JA , T
KL
B } = T
IK
A+B δ
JL + T JLA+B δ
IK − T I LA+B δ
JK − T JKA+B δ
IL
− 2c (A− B)(δIKδJL − δILδJK)δA+B,0 , (66)
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[ T I JA , GB
K } = 2 (δJKGA+B
I − δIKGA+B
J) (67)
Where
T I JA ≡ −U
[I J]
A
serves as the SO(2) generator.
5.3 N > 2
The N > 2 the central extension is absent and new generators must be included including the “low
order” generators U IA. The commutation relations are
[ LA , LB } = (A − B )LA+B (68)
[ LA , U
I1···Im
B } = − [ B +
1
2 (m− 2)A ]U
I1···Im
A+B , (69)
[ GA
I , GB
J } = − i 4 δI JLA+B − i2(A− B) [ T
I J
A+B + 2(A+ B)U
I J K
A+BK ] , (70)
[ LA , GB
I } = ( 12A − B )GA+B
I , (71)
[ LA , R
I1···Im
B } = − [ B +
1
2 (m− 2)A ]R
I1···Im
A+B − [
1
2 A (A+ 1) ]U
I1···Im J
A+B J ,(72)
[ GA
I , RJ1···JmB } = 2 (i)
σ(m) [ B + (m− 1)A + 12 ]R
I J1···Jm
A+B
− (i)σ(m)
m∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 δI Jr R
J1···Jr−1 Jr+1···Jm
A+B
− (−i)σ(m) [ A + 12 ]U
J1···Jm I
A+B
+ 2 (i)σ(m) [ A2 − 14 ]U
I J1···Jm K
A+B K , m 6= 2 (73)
[ GA
I , RJ1J2B } = 2(A+ B +
1
2 )R
IJ1J2
A+B − (A−
1
2 )U
J1J2I
A+B + 2(A
2 − 14 )U
IJ1J2K
A+B K
− δIJ1
(
1
2G
J2
A+B − U
J2
A+B + 2(A+ B +
1
2 )U
J2K
A+B K
)
+ δIJ2
(
1
2G
J1
A+B − U
J1
A+B + 2(A+ B +
1
2 )U
J1K
A+B K
)
(74)
[ GA
I , UJ1···JmB } = 2 (i)
σ(m) [ B + (m− 2)A ]U I J1···JmA+B
− 2 (−i)σ(m) [ A + 12 ] δ
I Jm U
J1···Jm−1K
A+B K
− (i)σ(m)
m−1∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 δI Jr U
J1···Jr−1 Jr+1···Jm
A+B
+ 2 (−i)σ(m) δI Jm R
J1···Jm−1
A+B , m 6= 2 (75)
[ GA
I , UJB } = −2i δ
IJ(LA+B +
1
2 (B −A)U
K
A+BK) − 2i (A+ B + 1)U
IJ
A+B (76)
[ GA
I , UJ1J2B } = −U
J2
A+B δ
IJ1 + 2BU IJ1J2A+B + δ
J2I
(
GJ1A+B − U
J1
A+B + 2BU
J1K
A+BK
)
(77)
[ RI1···ImA , R
J1···Jn
B } = − (i)
σ(mn) [ A − B − 12 (m − n) ]R
I1···Im J1n···Jn
A+B , (78)
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[ RI1···ImA , U
J1···Jn
B } = (−i)
σ(mn)
m∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 δIr Jn R
J1···Jn−1I1···Ir−1 Ir+1···Im
A+B
+ i(i)σ(mn) [ B − 12 (n− 2) ]U
I1···Im J1···Jn
A+B , m 6= 2, n 6= 1 (79)
[ RI1I2A , U
J
B } = (B +
1
2 )U
I1I2J
A+B
+ 12
(
U I2A+B −G
I2
A+B + 2(A+ B +
1
2 )U
I2K
A+B K
)
δJ1I1
− 12
(
U I1A+B −G
I2
A+B + 2(A+ B +
1
2 )U
I1K
A+B K
)
δJ1I2 (80)
[ U I1···ImA , U
J1···Jn
B } = − (i)
σ(mn)
{ m∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 δImJr U
I1···Im−1 J1···Jr−1 Jr+1···Jn−1Jn
A+B
−(−1)mn
∑m
r=1 (−1)
r−1 δIrJn U
J1···Jn−1 I1···Ir−1 Ir+1···Im−1Im
A+B
}
, n 6= 1 (81)
[ U I1A , U
J1···Jm
B } = −(i)
σ(m) {
n∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 δI1Jr UJ1···Jˆr···JnA+B . (82)
where the function σ(m) = 0 if m is even and −1 if m is odd. The central extensions c and c˜ are
unrelated since we have only imposed the Jacobi identity.
5.4 Short Distance Expansion for D(y)O(x)
The transformation laws for ξ(y) on the dual of the algebra allows us to extract the short distance
expansion rules for the field D(y) and any other element in the coadjoint representation O(x). Using
the transformation rules
Lξ ∗ (L¯D, β¯) = L¯D˜ , D˜ = − 2 ξ
′D − ξ D′ −
cβ¯
8 ξ
′′′ δN,2 , (83)
Lξ ∗ G¯
Q¯
ΨQ¯
= G¯Q¯
Ψ˜Q¯
, Ψ˜Q¯ = − (32ξ
′ψQ¯ + ξ(ψQ¯)′) , (84)
Lξ ∗ T¯
R¯S¯
τ R¯S¯
= T¯ R¯S¯
τ˜ R¯S¯
, τ˜ R¯S¯ = −ξ′τ R¯S¯ − ξ (τ R¯S¯)′ , (85)
Lξ ∗ U¯
V¯1···V¯n
ωV¯1···V¯n
= U¯ V¯1···V¯n
ω˜V¯1···V¯n
+ i2 (i)
[
n−2
2 ]−[
n
2 ] R¯
[V¯1···V¯n−2
ξ′′ωV¯1···V¯n
δVn−1]Vn , (86)
where ω˜V¯1···V¯n = (n2 − 2) ξ
′ ωV¯1···V¯n − ξ(ωV¯1···V¯n)′ ,
Lξ ∗ R¯
T¯1···T¯m
ρT¯1···T¯m
= R¯T¯1···T¯m
ρ˜T¯1···T¯m
, (87)
where ρ˜T¯1···T¯m = (m2 − 2) ξ
′ ρT¯1···T¯m − ξ (ρT¯1···T¯m)′
and [x] is the greatest integer in x.
By constructing the generators we have the short distance expansion laws,
D(y)D(x) =
−1
2π(y − x)
∂xD(x) −
1
πi(y − x)2
D(x) −
3 c β δN,2
4πi(y − x)4
(88)
D(y)ψQ(x) =
−3
4πi(y − x)2
ψQ(x)−
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xψ
Q(x) (89)
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D(y)ARS(x) =
−1
2πi(y − x)2
ARS(x) −
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xA
RS(x) (90)
D(y)ωV1···Vn(x) =
n− 4
4πi(y − x)2
ωV1···Vn(x)−
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xω
V1···Vn(x) (91)
D(y) ρV1···Vn(x) =
n− 4
4πi(y − x)2
ρV1···Vn(x) −
1
2πi(y − x)
∂xρ
V1···Vn(x)
+
(i)[
n
2 ]−[
n−2
2 ]
2π(y − x)3
ωI1···InAA (x) (92)
It is worth commenting on the last summand that appears in Eq.(92). From Eq.(86), we notice
that the transformation of ωV1···Vn(x) contributes to ρI1···Im(x). This implies that the charge Qξ
contains the summand
Qξ = · · ·+ i(i)
[
q−2
2 ]−[
q
2 ] 1
2
∫
ΠI1···Iq−2ρ (x)
(
ξ′′(x)ωI1···Iq−2Iq−1Iq (x)
)
δq−1,q dx, (93)
where Π
I1···Iq−2
ρ (x) is the conjugate momentum for ρI1···Iq−2 (x). So
{Qξ, ρ
I1···Iq−2 (x)] = ξ(x)
δ
δξ(x)
ρI1···Iq−2(x), (94)
will lead to
D(y) ρI1···In(x) = i2 i
[
n
2 ]−[
n−2
2 ] ∂2yδ(y, x)ω
I1···InA
A (x) + (plus ρ
I1···In dependent terms). (95)
The existence of contributions like ξ′′ as seen in Eq.(86) is due to the transformation of the connection
Γ. Although the connection does not appear in the algebra since gab = 1, its presence is felt in the
coordinate transformations.
5.5 Short Distance Expansion for ψI(y)O(x)
The next sections follow in the same way as the D(y)O(x) expansions. One constructs the
generators dedicated to the symmetry transformation of the particular algebraic element and then
identifies the short distance expansion or operator product expansion from the variation. From [8]
we can write the transformation laws due to the spin 12 fields as
GIχI ∗ G¯
Q¯
ψQ¯
= δIQ¯ L¯ξ˜ + T¯
IQ¯
A˜IQ¯
+ (1− δN2 )
(
R¯IQ¯
χIψQ¯
− U¯ IQ¯
χIψQ¯
)
where ξ˜ = 12 (ψ
Q¯)′χI − 32 (χ
I)′ψQ¯, A˜IQ¯ = (2χIψQ¯ − 2χQψI¯) (96)
GIχI ∗ (L¯D, β¯) = 4i G¯
I
χ˜I − 2iU˜
I
χID,
where χ˜I = (−χID − β¯c δN2 (χ
I)′′) (97)
GIχI ∗ T¯
R¯ S
τ R¯ S
= i2 (G¯
S
χS δ
R¯I − G¯R¯
χR¯
δIS¯) , χR¯ = χS = 2(χI)′τ R¯ S + χI (τ R¯ S)′ (98)
GIχI ∗ U¯
V1V2
ωV1V2
= −iU¯ I(−2χI′ωV1V2−ωV1V2 ′χI) δ
V1V2 + 2iU¯V2
(ωV1V2 ′χI)
δV1I, N 6= 2 (99)
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GIχI ∗ R¯
LM = −3i R¯ILM(χI ρLM) (100)
GIχI ∗ R¯
T¯1···T¯m
ρT¯1···T¯m
= 2i(i)m+1(i)
[
m+2
2 ]−[
m
2 ] U¯
[T¯1···T¯m]
(χIρT¯1···T¯m )
m 6= 2
−2i
[m−12 ]−[
m−2
2 ] δI [T¯1 R¯
T¯2···T¯m]
((χI)′ρT¯1···T¯m−(χI)(ρT¯1···T¯m )′)
−(i)(i)
[
m+1
2 ]−[
m
2 ]
m+1∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 R¯
T¯1···T¯r−1 I T¯r+1···T¯m
(χIρT¯1···T¯m)
(101)
GIχI ∗ U¯
V¯1···V¯n
ωV¯1···V¯n
= − 2i
[n−12 ]−[
n
2 ] δI [V¯1 U¯
V¯2···V¯n]
((n−4)(χI)′ωV¯1···V¯n−(χI)(ωV¯1···V¯n )′)
+2(−1)n−1(i)
[
n−1
2 ]−[
n
2 ] δI[V¯nU¯
V¯1···V¯n−1] K
((χI)′ωV¯1···V¯n )K
+(i)(i)
[
n−1
2 ]−[
n
2 ]
n∑
r=1
U¯
[V¯1···V¯r−1V¯r+1···V¯n
(χIωV¯1···V¯n )
δV¯r ] I
+G¯
[V¯2
(−4i (χI)′(ωV¯1···V¯n )′−2i (χI)(ωV¯1···V¯n )′′)
δV¯3V¯4 δV¯1]I δn4
−(−1)n−1 δI[V¯n R¯
V¯1···V¯n−1]
((χI)′ωV¯1···V¯n )
−2 δI[V¯1 R¯
V¯2···V¯n−2
((χI)′′ωV¯1···V¯n )
δVn−1]Vn n 6= 1, 2 (102)
GIχI ∗ U¯
V¯1
ωV¯1
= −R¯IV1
(χI ωK)
− U¯ IK(χIωK) + U¯
KI
(ωK χI) (103)
The short distance expansions that follow from here are:
ψI(y)D(x) =
−i
4π(y − x)
∂x(ψ
I(x)) −
3
4πi(y − x)2
ψI(x) (104)
ψI(y)ψQ(x) =
−4i
(y − x)
δIQD(x)− δN2
8iβc
(y − x)2
δIQ (105)
ψA(y)ARS(x) =
π
i(y − x)
(
δARδLS − δASδLR
)
ψL(x) (106)
ψJ (y)ω
A1···Aq−1
Aq
(x) = (1 − δq2)
1
2πi(y − x)
2(i)(i)q (i)[
q+1
2 ]−[
q−1
2 ] δJAq ρ
A1···Aq−1(x)
−
i[
q
2 ]−[
q+1
2 ]
πi(y − x)
(
(q − 3)
(y − x)
ω
JA1···Aq−1
Aq
(x) − ∂xω
JA1···Aq−1
Aq
(x)
)
+ (1 − δq2)(−1)
(q−2) (−i)[
q−2
2 ]−[
q−1
2 ]
1
πi(y − x)2
ω[A1···Aq−2Jδ
Aq−1]
Aq
(x)
+
(i)[
q−1
2 ]−[
q
2 ]
2πi(y − x)
q∑
r=1
δA1[V1 · · · δ
Ar−1
Vr−1
δIVr · · · δ
Aq−1
Vq
δVq+1]Aq ω
V1···Vq+1(x)
−
iδq3(1− δ
N
2 )
2π(y − x)
δJ[A1 ψA2](x)
− i
δq2(1− δ
N
2 )
2π(y − x)
δJ[A1 ωA2](x) (107)
ψJ (y) ρA1···Aq (x) =
−(−1)(q+1)
2π(y − x)
(i)[
q+1
2 ]−[
q
2 ]ωA1···AqJ (x) +
iδq2(1 − δ
N
2 )
2π(y − x)
δJ[A1 ψA2](x)
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−(−1)(q−1)
2π(y − x)
(i)[
q+1
2 ]−[
q
2 ]
q+1∑
r=1
δA1[V1 · · · δ
Ar−1
Vr−1
δArI δ
Ar+1
Vr
· · · δ
Aq
Vq−1]
δIJ ρV1···Vq−1(x)(1 − δq2)
−
i[
q−1
2 ]−[
q−2
2 ]
πi(y − x)
(
1
(y − x)
ρJA1···Aq − ∂xρ
JA1···Aq
)
− i
δq2(1− δ
N
2 )
2π(y − x)
δJ[A1 ωA2](x) (108)
5.6 Short Distance Expansion for AJK(y)O(x)
As a generator of SO(N) transformations, the operator AJK(y) takes on its own significance from
the symmertic part of UJK(y). Here are some of the expansions for operators O(x) paired with
AJK(y).
T JKtJK ∗ G¯
Q¯
ψQ¯
= − 2(G¯K
(tJK ψQ¯)
δQ¯J − G¯J
(tJK ψQ¯)
δQ¯K) , (109)
T JKtJK ∗ U¯
V¯1···V¯n
ωV¯1···V¯n
= −
n−1∑
r=1
(−1)r+1(δJ [ V¯1 U¯
V¯2···V¯r−1|K |V¯r+1···]V¯n
(tJK ωV¯1···V¯n )
− δK [ V¯1 U¯
V¯2···V¯r−1| J |V¯r+1···]V¯n
(tJK ωV¯1···V¯n )
)
+ U¯
[V¯1···V¯n−1] J
(tJK ωV¯1···V¯n )
δV¯n K − U¯
[V¯1···V¯n−1] K
(tJK ωV¯1···V¯n )
δV¯n J
−i (−1)n−2 (δK V¯n δJ [V¯1 − δJ V¯n δK [V¯1)R¯
V¯2···V¯n−1]
((tJK)′ ωV¯1···V¯n )
, (110)
T JKtJK ∗ R¯
T¯1···T¯m
ρT¯1···T¯m
=
m∑
r=1
(−1)r+1 (δ[T¯1| J | R¯
T¯2···T¯r−1 |K | T¯r+1···T¯m]
(tJK ρT¯1···T¯m)
−δ[T¯1|K | R¯
T¯2···T¯r−1 | J | T¯r+1···T¯m]
(tJK ρT¯1···T¯m )
) , (111)
T JKtJK ∗ (T¯
R¯S¯
τ R¯S¯
, β¯) = 12 (δ
R¯JδS¯K − δR¯KδS¯J) L¯((tJK)′ τ R¯ S¯) +
1
2 T¯
AB
(tJK τ R¯S¯)
δJKR¯S¯AB + 4β¯T¯
JK
(τ R¯S¯)′
,
where δJKR¯S¯AB ≡ ( δ
AKδBS¯δR¯J − δAKδBR¯δS¯J + δAS¯δBJδR¯K
−δAR¯δJSδS¯K + δAS¯δBKδR¯J − δAR¯δKBδS¯J
+δAJδBS¯δR¯K − δJAδR¯BδS¯K + δAS¯δBKδR¯J ) , (112)
We get the AJK(y)D(x) short distance expansion as:
AJK(y)D(x) =
1
4πi(y − x)2
(
δRSδJK − δRKδSJ
)
ARS(x) (113)
AAB(y)ψC(x) =
−1
πi(y − x)
(
δACψB(x)− δBCψA(x)
)
(114)
AJK(y)ARS(x) =
1
4πi(y − x)
δJKRSAB A
AB(x) +
β
πi(y − x)2
(
δJRδKS − δRKδSJ
)
(115)
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AJK(y)ωA1···An(x) =
n−1∑
r=1
(−1)r+1
2π(y − x)
(
δKAr ωJA1···AˆrAn−1An(x)− δJArωKA1···AˆrAn−1An(x)
)
+
1
2πi(y − x)
(
δAnJ ωA1···An−1K(x)− δAnK ωA1···An−1J(x)
)
(116)
AJK(y) ρA1···An(x) =
n∑
r=1
(−1)r+1
2π(y − x)
(
δKAr ρJA1···AˆrAn−1An(x)− δJArρKA1···AˆrAn−1An(x)
)
+
i(−i)n−1
2πi(y − x)2
(
ωJA1···AnK(x) − ωKA1···AnJ (x)
)
(117)
5.7 Short Distance Expansion for ωI1···Iq(y)O(x)
The next two sections provide the short distance expansions for the fields ωI1···Iq and ρP1···Pq .
These fields appear in the GR realization as natural Grassmann extensions of the SO(N) gauge field
and the one dimensional diffeomorphism field. The relevant transformation laws are :
UJµJ ∗ L¯D = −2 i G¯
J
(µJD) (118)
UJµJ ∗ U¯
K
ωK , = R¯
JK
(µJωK) (119)
UJµJ ∗ G¯
K
ψK = −R¯
JK
(µJ ψK) (120)
UJµJ ∗ U¯
LMN
ωLMN = R¯
LM
(µ′ω) δ
JN + 4R¯JL(µω′) δ
MN (121)
UJ1J2
µJ1J2
∗ U¯KωK = G¯
J1
(ωJ1J2 ωK)
δKJ2 − G¯J2
(µJ1J2 ωK)
δKJ1 (122)
UJ1J2
µJ1J2
∗ G¯KψK = −δ
J1K G¯J2
(υJ1J2 ψK)
(123)
U
I1···Iq
µ{Iq}
∗ U¯ V¯1···V¯m
ω{Vm}
= −δmq δ
[ I1···Iq ]
[V¯1···V¯q ]
L¯
((
4−q
2 )µ
′ω−(
q−2
2 )µω
′)
− 2 T¯
V¯mIq
(µω) δ
[ I1···Iq−1 ]
[V¯1···V¯q−1 ]
δqm
− 2i
([
q
2 ]−[
q+1
2 ]) δm,(q+1)G¯
[V¯1
(−(q−2)µω′+(3−q)µ′ω) δ
V¯2···V¯m ]
[I1···Iq]
+ 2(−1)q(i)
[
q
2 ]−[
q+1
2 ]G¯
Iq
(−µω)′ δ
m,q+1 δ
[V¯1···V¯m−2
[I1···Iq−1]
δV¯m−1],V¯m
− i(i)
[
q
2 ]−[
q−1
2 ]
q−1∑
r=1
(−1)r−1δmq−1 G¯
[Ir
(µω)δ
I1
[¯V1
· · · δ
Ir−1
V¯r−1
δ
Ir+1
V¯r
· · · δ
Iq]
V¯m]
+
q−1∑
r=1
2(−1)r+1(T¯
Ir[V¯1
(µω) δ
V¯2
[I1
· · · δV¯rIr−1δ
V¯r+1
Ir+1
· · · δ
]V¯
m
]Iq
δq,m)
+ i(i)
{[
q
2 ]+[
m−q
2 +2]−[
m+2
2 ]}
× {
m−q∑
r=1
(−1)r−1δ
[V¯1···V¯q−1
[ I1···Iq−1 ]
U¯ V¯q···V¯q+r−1IqV¯q+r···¯]Vmµω
− (−1)q(m−q+2)
q∑
r=1
(−1)r−1U¯ V¯1···V¯m−q+1[ Irµω δ
I1···Ir−1Ir+1··· Iq]
V¯m−q+2···V¯m−q+2+r···V¯m
}
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− (i)
{[
q
2 ]+[
m−q
2 ]−[
q+m−4
2 ]} R¯
[V¯1···V¯m−q
(µω)′ δ
V¯m−q+1···]V¯m
[ I1···]Iq
, (124)
U
I1···Iq
µ{Iq}
∗ R¯T¯1···T¯m
ρ{Tm}
= −i(−1)q(m−q+2)(i)
{[
m−q
2 +2]+[
q
2 ]−[
m
2 ]}
×
m−q+2∑
r=1
(−1)r−1δ
[ I1···Iq−1 ]
[T¯1···T¯q−1 ]
R¯T¯q···T¯q+r−1 Iq T¯q+r+1···T¯mµρ (125)
For q > 2 the short distance expansions are:
ωI1···Iq (y)D(x) = −
1
2πi(y − x)
(
4− q
2(y − x)
ωI1···Iq (x)− ∂xω
I1···Iq (x)
)
ωI1···Iq (y)ψC(x) =
(−2i)([
q
2 ]−[
q+1
2 ])
2πi(y − x)
(
−(q − 2)∂xω
CI1···Iq (x) +
(3− q)
(y − x)
ωCI1···Iq (x)
)
−
(−1)q(i)[
q
2 ]−[
q+1
2 ]
πi(y − x)
δCIq
(
∂xω
I1···Iq−1I
I (x) +
1
(y − x)
ω
I1···IqI
I (x)
)
−
i(i)([ q2 ]− [
q−1
2 ])
2πi(y − x)
q−1∑
r=1
δc[Ir ωI1···Iˆr ···Iq ](x) (126)
ωI1···Iq (y)AAB(x) =
1
2πi(y − x)
q−1∑
r=1
{ωAI1···Iˆr ···Iq (x) δIrB − ωBI1···Iˆr ···Iq (x) δIrA}
−
1
2πi(y − x)
(
ωI1···Iq−1A(x) δIqB + ωI1···Iq−1B(x) δIqA]
)
(127)
ωA1···Aq (y)ωB1···Bp(x) =
(i)[
q
2 ]+[
p−2
2 +2]−[
p+q
2 ]
2π(y − x)
q∑
r=1
ωV1···Vq+r−1BVq+r ···vq+p−1(x) ×
× δA−1[V1 · · · δ
Aq−1
Vq−1
δB1Vq · · · δ
Br
Vq+r−1
δ
Aq
B δ
Br+1
Vq+r
· · · δ
Bp−1
Vq+p−2]
δ
Bp
Vq+p−1
+
−(−1)q(p+q−1)
2πi(y − x)
q∑
r=1
ωV1···Vp+q−3(x) ×
× δB1V1 · · · δ
Bp−1
Vp−1
δBp[ArδA1Vp · · · δ
Ar−1
Vp+r−1
δ
Ar+1
Vp+r
· · · δ
Aq ]
Vp+q−3
(128)
ωA1···Aq (y) ρB1···Bp(x) = −(i)[
q
2 ]+[
p
2 ]−[
2q+p−4
2 ]
(
ωB1···BpA1···Aq (x)
2πi(y − x)2
+
∂xω
B1···BpA1···Aq (x)
2πi(y − x)
)
+
p+2∑
r=1
(−1)r−1
2πi(y − x)
ρA1···Aq−1B1···BrAqBr+1···Bp(x) (129)
5.8 Short Distance Expansion for ρA1···Aq(y)O(x)
Our last contribution to the expansions for the coadjoint representation is given below. Special
cases are explicitly written and supercede the more general expressions.
RJ1J2
rJ1J2
∗ U¯MωM = G¯
J1
(rJ1J2 ωM)
δMJ2 − G¯J2
(rJ1J2 ωM)
δJ1M (130)
RJ1J2
(rJ1J2)
∗ U¯LMNωLMN =
1
2δ
J1L δJ2M G¯N(r′ω+rω′) − 2δ
J2L δMN G¯J1(rω′) + 2 δ
J1L δMN G¯J2(r ω′) (131)
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RI1 I2
rI1I2
∗ G¯KψK =
1
2δ
K[I2 U¯
I1]
(rI1I2ψK)
− 12
(
G¯J1
(rJ1J2 ψL)
δJ2 L − G¯J2
(rJ1J2ψL)
δJ1L
)
(132)
R
J1···Jp
r{Jp}
∗ U¯ V¯1···V¯m
ω{Vm}
= −12 i(i)
{[
p
2 ]−[
p+2
2 ]} δ
[V¯1···V¯m−2
[J¯1···J¯p]
δV¯m−1],V¯m δm,p+2 L¯(rω)′′
+ i
{[
p
2 ]−[
p+1
2 ]}δp+1,mG¯V¯m(rω)′ δ
[V¯1···V¯m−1]
[J1···Jp]
+ 2i(−1)p+1δp+3,m (i)
[
p
2 ]−[
p+2
2 ]G¯
[V¯1
(rω)′′ δ
V¯2···V¯m−2
[J1···Jp]
δV¯m−1, ]V¯m
+ i(−1)pT¯
V¯1[V¯m
(rω)′ δ
V¯2···V¯m−1]
[J1···Jp]
δp+2,m
+ (−1)pm(i)
{[
m
2 ]+[
p
2 ]−[
m+p−2
2 ]} U¯
V¯p+1···V¯m−p
(rω)′ δ
V¯1···V¯p
[J1···Jp]
, (133)
R
J1···Jp
r{Jp}
∗ R¯T¯1···T¯m
ρ{Tm}
= δ
[T¯1···T¯m]
[J1···Jp]
δpm L¯
(−(
p
2−2)r
′ρ−(
p
2−1) rρ
′)
+ (−1)p {2(i)G¯
[T¯1
((2−p)r′ρ−(p−1)rρ′) δ
T¯2···T¯m]
[J1···Jp]
δmp+1
+ (i)(i)
[
p
2 ]−[
p−1
2 ]
p∑
r=1
(−1)rG¯Jr(rρ)δ
m
p−1δ
[J1···Jr−1Jr+1···Jp]
[T¯1···T¯r−1T¯r...T¯m]
}
+
p∑
r=1
(−1)r+12T¯
[T¯1 |Jr|
(rρ) δ
T¯2···T¯m]
[J1···Jr−1 Jr+1···Jp]
δpm
−
p∑
r=1
(−1)r−1U¯
[T¯1···T¯m−p+1 |Jr|
(rρ) δ
T¯m−p+2···T¯m]
J1···Jr−1Jr+1···Jp
+ i
{[
p
2 ]+[
m−p
2 ]−[
m
2 ]}R¯
[T¯p+1···T¯m
(2r′ρ+rρ′) δ
T¯1···T¯p]
[J1···Jp]
. (134)
Typical operator product expansions are then (q > 2):
ρA1···Aq (y)D(x) =
(p2 − 2)
2πi(y − x)
(
ρA1···Aq (x)
(y − x)
− (p2 − 1)∂xρ
A1···Aq (x)
)
−
(i)[
p
2 ]−[
p+2
2 ]
2π(y − x)
(
ω
A1···AqA
A (x)
(y − x)2
+
∂xω
A1···AqA
A (x)
(y − x)
+ 12∂
2
xω
A1···AqA
A (x)
)
(135)
ρA1···Aq (y)ψB(x) =
i[
q
2 ]−[
q+1
2 ]
2πi(y − x)
(
∂x ω
A1···AqB(x)−
1
(y − x)
ωA1···AqB(x)
)
+
2(−1)q+1(i)[
q
2 ]−[
q+2
2 ]
π(y − x)
(
ω
BA1···AqA
A (x)
(y − x)2
+
ω
BA1···AqA
A (x)
(y − x)
+ 12ω
BA1···AqA
A (x)
)
+ (−1)q
(
(2− p)ρBA1···Aq (x)
π(y − x)2
−
(p− 1)∂xρ
BA1···Aq (x)
π(y − x)
)
+
(i)[
q
2 ]−[
q−1
2 ]
2π(y − x)
q∑
r=1
δArB ρA1···Aˆr ···Aq (x) (136)
ρA1···Aq (y)AB1B2(x) = (i)q
(
ω[B1|A1···Aq|B2]
2π(y − x)2
+
∂xω
[B1|A1···Aq|B2]
2π(y − x)
)
+
p∑
r=1
(−1)r+1
−1
πi(y − x)
ρB2A1···Ar−1B1Ar+1···Aq (137)
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ρA1···Aq (y)ωB1···Bn(x) = (−1)pn(i)[
n
2 ]+[
p
2 ]−[
n+p−2
2 ]
(
ωA1···AqB1···Bn(x)
2πi(y − x)2
+
∂xω
A1···AqB1···Bn(x)
2πi(y − x)
)
−
p∑
r=1
(−1)r−1
1
2πi(y − x)
ρB1···Bn−r+1ArBn−r+2···BnA1···Aˆr ···Aq (x) (138)
ρA1···Aq (y) ρB1···Bn(x) = i[
q
2 ]+[
n−2q
2 ]−[
n−p
2 ]
(
ρA1···AqB1···Bn(x)
πi(y − x)2
+
∂xρ
A1···AqB1···Bn(x)
πi(y − x)
)
(139)
6 Conclusions
This work shows that the dual representation of an algebra provides a natural definition of a short
distance expansion or operator product expansion. The operators are not built from an enveloping
algebra as in the Sugawara constructions [30] but instead exists in their own right. For example in the
section 4.1 the operators, D(x), satisfy the same operator product expansions as one has in Virasoro
theories [12] which is built from a lattice. However, notice the A(x) that appears in our discussion of
affine Lie algebras does not appear in conformal field theory treatments of WZNW [32, 35, 25] where
the energy-momentum tensor is constructed from the current algebra. Our construction is otherwise
model independent and can be implemented for any algebra that admits a dual. Underlying free-
field theories are not necessary to define these expansions. Thus, the roles of symmetry groups in
defining these expansions is moved firmly to the foreground. The origin of this model independence
is that we exploit the natural bifurcation of the initial data where the algebraic elements serve as
conjugate momenta and the dual of the algebra serves as the conjugate coordinates. This feature
is shared by the symplectic structures of actions like Yang-Mills theory and N -extended affirmative
actions [16, 4]. The coadjoint representation enforces a short distance expansion already at the level
of the Poisson bracket of the elements with no Hamiltonian required.
Another implication that we wish to note is that since we never relied on any specific model in our
discussion, this implies that at no point was it necessary to invoke Wick rotations to a Euclideanized
formulation to justify the form of the short-distance expansions. We note that just as in the case of
Virasoro theories and some other conformal field theory based operators, the central extension can
be further restricted by demanding unitarity. Choices of the central extension can be determined
through the Kac determinant [18, 13, 11].
This viewpoint has been applied to the model-independentN -extended supersymmetric GR Vira-
soro algebra [15] to obtain for the first time its representation in terms of short distance expansions.
The complete set of such expansions have been presented in the fifth section of this work. This
success is expected to open up further avenues of study. Since these short distance expansions are
now known for arbitrary values of N , this means that our new results may be used to study the
possible existence of 1D, N = 16 or N = 32 supersymmetric NSR-type models. The question of
whether such an approach can lead to a new manner for probing M-theory is now a step closer to
being answered.
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